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With the release of version 15.70, the latest Black Ice X1 Printer Drivers now include a NEW text 
output for “Custom Layout” feature. The “Custom layout” format can be used to generate 
accurate text output for Medical Forms such as CMS-1500, UB04, and ADA, for dental claims. 

The extracted text output can then be utilized to automate the submitting of medical claims and 
more. 

The Text output format is in a "80/62” column and row format with grid based character 
positioning when using proportional fonts like Helvetica. Proportional fonts are any font where 
each letter uses the same amount of horizontal spacing, i.e. w is the same width as q. 

The number of columns and rows can also be adjusted for other line printer applications such as a 
132/62 column and row format. This allows for the text output and the margins to be fine-tuned 
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to specific applications improving accuracy. 

Version 15.70 Also include addition new features and improvement. The Print Manager 
Administrator Tab now allows saving the administrator printer driver configuration for all Users. 
This feature is beneficial to customers who have only 1-5 Server licenses but want to configure 
the printer driver for all users and does not wish to go through INI file editing for MSI installations 
to pre-configure the printer driver.  

The complete list of improvements in the latest Printer Driver includes the following: 

 Added option to the Printer Manager to save settings for all users (#11527) 
 Added "Custom layout" option to the Text Output (#11318) 
 Improved locking of the output TIFF file during printing to prevent applications from opening the 

file too early (Error 63 issue) (#11530) 
 Stability improvement for using the "Use Embedded Text" barcode feature with "Redirect Printing" 

(#11555) 
 Added warning message to the printing preferences window to restart printing applications 

(#11529) 
 Added the OCRTARGETDIR parameter to Printer Driver InstallShield MSI installers (#11422) 
 Added the PMTARGETDIR parameter to Printer Driver InstallShield MSI installers (#11423) 
 Added CMS-1500 form to Cover Page Filler 
 Stability improvement for using the owerwrite option with the Cover Page Filler (#11560) 
 Updated PDF DLLs to version 3.0.5.709 

o Stability improvement for scaling in some objects in PDF format (#11478) 
o Improvements in rendering underlined text in PDF format (#11524) 
o Improvements drawing of images in PDF format in high resolution (#11525) 

 Updated BiOCR.dll to version 12.71.732 
o Stability improvement for the "Closing filter" feature on some systems (#11533) 

 Updated manuals  

Free Upgrades and Priority Support  

Do not forget to subscribe to future releases by purchasing maintenance. With an active 
maintenance subscription, you will receive all new releases for free! Priority email technical 
support is also included in your subscription. For more information, call us at +1 (561)-757-4107 
Extension 3, or sales@blackice.com. 

As a special offer, if your maintenance subscription has expired or you did not include the 
maintenance subscription in your original purchase, simply refer to this newsletter to renew or 
add maintenance retroactively!  

For license information, please visit our Customer License Management Portal. 

*Only valid for new purchases, no upgrades or add-ons. This offer cannot be combined with any other discounts.  
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